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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we use design fiction to explore the social
implications for adoption of brain-computer interfaces
(BCI). We argue that existing speculations about BCIs are
incomplete: they discuss fears about radical changes in types
of control, at the expense of discussing more traditional types
of power that emerge in everyday experience, particularly
via labor. We present a design fiction in which a BCI
technology creates a new type of menial labor, using
workers' unconscious reactions to assist algorithms in
performing a sorting task. We describe how such a scenario
could unfold through multiple sites of interaction: the design
of an API, a programmer's question on StackOverflow, an
internal memo from a dating company, and a set of forum
posts about laborers’ experience using the designed system.
Through these fictions, we deepen and expand conversations
around what kinds of (everyday) futures BCIs could create.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, as brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) have
shifted from far-off science fiction to the realm of prototypes
and consumer-grade devices (e.g., [14,43,44,54,60]), BCIs
have featured more prominently in the corporate and public
imagination. Elon Musk's brain-computer interface project
has been said to intend to create a global, shared brain – a
human alternative to artificial intelligence [60]. Meanwhile,
conservative commenters on Breitbart worry that Facebook's
project to build a BCI for typing will result in thought control
[46]. These narratives, like most others about BCIs, tend
toward the utopic or dystopic, imagining radical social and
technological change, but do not connect these visions to the
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mundane world of lived reality. Utopian visions in particular
dream of making lives easier, but easier for whom? What
problems might occur for others who do not reap the same
benefits? As companies increasingly prepare to deploy BCIs
in the real world, we aim in this paper to imagine futures that
are not radically different from our own; but instead, to graft
BCIs onto the world we already live in, exploring how BCI
uses and benefits may not be evenly distributed.

Figure 1. Recent BCI research in HCI has experimented with
collecting and using electroencephalography (EEG) signals
through noninvasive means, for example an earpiece that
senses and uses brainwaves as an authentication method [15].

We use a series of design fictions—speculative designs that
create, explore, and interrogate a fictional world—to
articulate questions about an emerging technology, braincomputer interfaces. While BCIs today are largely limited to
laboratory studies or assistive technologies, many companies
are looking to appropriate BCIs for broader consumer use
(e.g., [14,35,54,60]). We follow Lindley et al.’s call to shift
our focus from the present to the proximate future to consider
implications for adoption, or “what it would mean for a
technology to exist beyond its prototypical implementation”
[38:265]. We use design fiction to raise questions and
explore social issues that developers will need to address as
the contexts, uses, and users of BCIs expand. Rather than
focusing on only how end users might interact with BCIs,
our design fictions center on a fictional (yet plausible) API
for a BCI. By tracing how the API gets used at various times
and places of interaction, we surface multiple relationships
that people might have with BCIs and highlight potential for
new and re-inscribed forms of labor exploitation.
This paper contributes a set of design fictions to consider
ways in which BCIs might be used and repurposed in
everyday life, focusing on crowd labor. We bring in
properties of BCIs to discuss some of the potential social
implications of BCI adoption. We conclude with
implications for design researchers and the designers of

BCIs, asking them to consider the multiple ways BCI
technologies might be used downstream by different types of
users, not all of whom may see their lives improved.
BACKGROUND
Brain-Computer Interfaces and the Everyday

Brain-computer interfaces allow control of a computer from
neural input. One application of BCIs is detecting the P300
response. The P300 “oddball” response refers to a spike in
brainwave activity that typically occurs 300 milliseconds
after a person receives either an unexpected stimulus or a
stimulus that triggers recognition. Due to its reliable timing
in relation to stimuli, and between individuals, it has been
widely used in brain-computer interfaces as a method for text
input (often this is done by having a user look at a series of
letters quickly flashing on a screen; a spike occurs when the
user recognizes the letter that they want to input) [29].
Several consumer-grade brain-computer interface devices
currently exist [22,31,43,44]. Among the most welldeveloped, and the inspiration for our design fiction, is the
Neurable [43], which claims to detect the P300 in under a
second; fast relative to other current-day consumer BCIs.
Despite the technical limitations of today's BCIs, stories
about BCI's hypothetical future as a device for “everyone”
abound, particularly in Silicon Valley (e.g., [35,40,60]).
These (often utopian) narratives predominantly focus on
what capabilities BCIs may provide to users in an abstract
sense, such as imagining that “We may be able to control
multiple robotic devices with the ease with which we play
musical instruments with our own hands…The ultimate use
might be some sort of prosthetic that proves superior to the
body parts with which we are born.” [35]. While some
counternarratives exist—such as anxieties from commenters
on sites ranging from Breitbart to Gizmodo discussing
possibilities of “thought crime” or brain-based advertising
[9,46], or dystopian accounts of BCIs in fiction such as in
The Matrix—these narratives tend to be totalizing, removing
the nuance of multiple everyday experiences.
This paper aims to reorient discussions about BCIs to the
multiple everyday experiences of various stakeholders.
Toward this end, we focus on a fictional BCI platform, an
API for detecting the P300 response, to refract the technical
capabilities of a particular BCI through the everyday realities
of developers, institutions, and end users who might become
entangled with such a technology. As the history of
ubiquitous computing has shown, the emergence and
adoption of new technologies occurs differently from the
predictive narratives told by the companies and researchers
producing and creating the devices [18]. Our intention is to
articulate an alternative future narrative through design
fiction that eschews hyperbolic visions of radical futures for
a critical future not too dissimilar from our present.
Design Fiction

Design fiction is an authorial practice that uses yet-to-berealized design concepts to understand, explore, and question

possible alternative worlds. Design fictions often focus on a
particular artifact in a non-narrative way (as compared to
science fiction, which uses a narrative form) to illustrate a
broader fictional world. Rather than predicting the future,
design fictions create fictional worlds to ask questions about
possible futures and to think through sociotechnical issues
that have relevance and implications for the present.
Bleecker describes design fiction a way to explore the mutual
entailment of fact and fiction, proposing that “this knotting
action—the tying together of fact and fiction—become a
deliberate, conscientious, named part of the design practice,
rather than something to be avoided or hidden after things
are done” [5:25], using design objects to explore these
connections. Bleecker builds on Kirby’s notion of “diegetic
prototypes,” that technologies in science fiction films “exist
as ‘real’ objects that function” within the world of the film
[33:43]. Others expand on how design fiction “props” help
imply or create a fictional world in which they exist [7,36].
This suggests that when creating and reading design fictions,
we must think beyond what the object itself represents, and
consider the object in relation to the sociocultural contexts in
which it is presumed to exist. In the design research
community, design fiction has been predominantly deployed
in one of two ways: making design fictions as a method of
inquiry to interrogate current norms and practices or to
critically suggest alternate ways the world could be
configured (e.g., [6,27,37,49,64]); and using the lens of
design fiction to analyze others’ diegetic practices and
narratives (e.g., [26,39,57,58,63]). We situate our work in the
former strand, creating design fictions as a method of
inquiry, to interrogate social implications of BCI adoption.
We follow past design fiction work exploring the everyday.
Curious Rituals [47] presents designs imagining mundane
future worlds, describing how people normalize, repurpose,
and adapt digital technologies (e.g., postures to maintain
social courtesy, practices for recharging devices, and
encountering errors). Other work takes the form of everyday
objects, such as the IKEA catalogue [8] or the TBD Catalog
[42]. Tapping into a familiar everyday form like a product
catalog or website helps serve as a “perceptual bridge” [2],
more easily allowing viewers to enter the world of the design
fiction. Conceptually, these forms allow us to explore and
ask questions about everyday experiences encountering,
adapting, hacking, or (mis)using new technologies.
Lindley, Coulton, and Sturdee propose using design fiction
to study the potential future adoptions of technologies
currently being researched and developed [38]. Using design
fiction can “create plausible, mundane, and speculative
futures, within which today’s emerging technologies may be
prototyped as if they are domesticated and situated […]
meaningfully ‘analogued’ for the proximate future” for
analysis through sociological lenses [38:272]. Furthermore,
they suggest studying implications for adoption allows
researchers to reflexively recognize their responsibility for
thinking about ways in which the technologies they design
and develop might be adopted [38].

We approach our project with this lens. Using design fiction
enables us to create and articulate a world in which BCIs are
deployed and used at scale, allowing us to imagine what
everyday experiences could be like. We use this world to
conduct an “analogous” analysis of sociotechnical issues,
focusing on the ways BCIs might get adopted as part of a
variety of labor practices. We present our design fictions as
provocations to articulate, discuss, and critique possible
everyday futures from the standpoint of the present.
Imagining Everyday BCI Adoption and Labor

As previously mentioned, most existing cultural narratives
and imaginaries around BCIs tend to imagine radical
dystopic or utopian social and technical orders, rather than
imagining interactions at the everyday level. These
narratives, particularly the utopian ones, tend to suggest that
BCIs will create new efficiencies with seamless interactions,
increased information access, and increased productivity.
However, past research shows that the introductions of new
work-related digital technologies end up shaping new
practices and new arrangements of power and work.
Zuboff’s workplace studies in the 1980s documents workers
and managers experiencing changes in work practices and
power dynamics with the introduction of computational
databases and control systems [65]. Gregg’s research shows
how new communication technologies (such as email and
messaging) and rhetorics that promote “flexible” work are
accompanied by shifts in boundaries that previously
delineated work and home, greater emotional and affective
labor, and greater unpredictability and precarity for workers
[25]. Rosenblat and Stark’s research shows that despite the
rhetorical framing of Uber drivers as entrepreneurs, the
algorithmic management of drivers creates information
asymmetries and surveillance systems which place drivers at
disadvantages [51]. We pose these examples not to suggest
a technological determinism at work, but rather to highlight
the complex (re)arrangements and (re)distributions of power
and labor practices in everyday life that accompany the
introduction of new digital technologies, particularly when
those technologies claim to provide greater efficiency,
productivity, or flexibility.
This set of design fictions builds on existing work in HCI and
adjacent fields calling on researchers to examine the role of
technology in shaping (and reproducing) social and
economic inequalities (e.g., [17,21]), which approaches
these issues from several perspectives, including workplace
studies [16], participatory design [1,41], critically-oriented
design [32], and design fiction [23]. Our design fictions
investigate different types of labor positioned in relation to
BCI systems in multiple ways (for instance looking at the
labor practices of an engineer, crowdworkers, and others).
CREATING OUR DESIGN FICTIONS

We view BCIs as sociotechnical systems. That is, BCIs are
not just a device a user interacts with, but are also comprised
of related people, systems, and companies (e.g., engineers,
APIs, service companies, platforms). We wanted to use

design fiction to explore multiple aspects of this
sociotechnical system in order to see it from multiple
perspectives of the everyday. When design fictions take the
form of advertisements and products, they tend to highlight
the everyday experiences of consumer end users, potentially
obfuscating the experiences of those who relate to the system
in other ways. We decided to create a set of multiple design
fictions that exist within the same fictional universe. We
build on Coulton et al.’s insight that design fiction can be a
“world-building” exercise; multiple design fictions that
simultaneously exist in the same imagined world can provide
multiple “entry points” into the world, ranging in scope [13].
We started by creating a fictional API for BCIs as our initial
entry point. We thought it powerful to start with a digital
platform or piece of digital infrastructure. Like other API
design fictions [53,55], this allows us to connect technical
and social discussions. Gillespie’s discussion on the politics
of platforms highlights the rhetorical deployment of the term
“platform” in multiple and sometimes conflicting ways to
stakeholders such as clients, users, and advertisers—
including technical and metaphorical uses of “platform”
[24]. Our design fictions highlight ways in which a BCI API
might constitute a “platform” from different perspectives.
BCIs and APIs are computational platforms for engineers to
use; companies see them as figurative platforms from which
to sell services and grow market share; crowdworkers may
see BCI-based crowdwork tasks as a figurative platform
from which to generate an income. “Platform” grounds how
stakeholders can interact with the same sociotechnical
system in ways that may be in tension with one another.
We explored multiple types of direct and indirect interactions
from different perspectives with our fictional BCI API,
creating multiple “entry points” into our API’s world [13].
The authors brainstormed what stages in the development
process, what levels in the “stack”, and what types of
artifacts would be generative, considering writing code,
documentation, blog posts, advertisements, and memos. We
drew on two of our authors’ experiences building and
deploying BCIs to inspire some of the types of situations,
unexpected behaviors, and “misuses” that might occur. The
authors met periodically to share design fiction artifacts,
reflect on what issues related to BCIs they raised, identify
ways to iterate on the designs, and identify if any designs
were not being useful or if new designs were needed. Designs
were also informally shared with colleagues to gather
additional insight into what issues the fictions might raise.
OUR DESIGN FICTIONS

We begin our design fictions with a README for a fictional
BCI API. We move then to a Stack Overflow post written by
a developer building an application using the API for content
moderation, followed by an internal memo from a dating
company seeking to “improve” their content moderation by
using the developer’s application among crowdworkers. We
conclude with a forum post among the crowdworkers who
ultimately perform content moderation using the BCI.

Figure 2. Documentation of the P300 API, originally created by a group of academic researchers, now hosted by Google.
P300 API Documentation

This fiction centers on a Google-hosted API for identifying
P300 responses or spikes given a stream of EEG signals.
These responses occur 300 milliseconds after a person
receives either an unexpected stimulus, or a stimulus that
triggers recognition. We created a README file with
documentation and code snippets for this API (Figure 2). To
emphasize the everyday nature of this documentation (from
the viewpoint of a developer), we present it in the form of
GitHub’s HTML generated from Markdown, a standard
visual form in the software development community.
The algorithms underlying this API come from a specific set
of training data: lab-based stimuli collected in a controlled
environment. The API discloses and openly links to the data
that its algorithms were trained on. However, this README

document surfaces ambiguity about how generalizable the
system is outside of research environments. The fact that the
README exists at all strongly implies that the system is
meant to generalize, yet the mention of the original dataset
context casts doubt. The README’s link to the original
machine learning model gives a false sense of transparency,
as such deep models are difficult to interpret [10,34].
This artifact also gestures more broadly toward the
involvement of academic research in larger technical
infrastructures. The documentation notes that the API started
as a research project by a professor at EFDN University in
collaboration with Google, and eventually became hosted
and maintained by Google. Collection for the P300 training
data set occurred in an academic lab setting. For us, this
highlights how collaborations between research and industry

Figure 3. Stack Overflow question about using the P300 API for a different domain, highlighting differences between the API’s
original use and a different use by an application.

may produce artifacts that researchers are not immediately
well-suited to analyze or understand in broader context.
Stack Overflow

We depict a post on Stack Overflow (Figure 3), a popular
website for developers to ask and answer technical questions,
written by a developer, Jay Shapinsky, who is working with
the Google P300 API to develop a tool for content
moderation. Jay questions the API’s applicability beyond
lab-based stimuli. The answers from other developers
suggest that they predominantly believe the API is
generalizable to a broader class of tasks.

Due its cultural and social situatedness, content moderation
is a notoriously difficult problem to automate using
algorithms. This produces a system of menial labor, in which
workers, often geographically distributed, look at a long
series of flagged content, which can often be emotionally
difficult to view [50]. In part, we decided to use commercial
content moderation as the application for the API’s
algorithms, imagining that some companies might view
rapidly flashing images of flagged content as a potential
solution to the labor of today’s content moderation workers.

Figure 4. Internal memo for dating site SparkTheMatch showing how a new content review service will work, by hiring
Mechanical Turk workers and having them use an EEG device while looking at flagged content.

Here we drew on work that shows that researchers,
engineers, and designers across academia and industry seek
to conduct their work ethically and “do the right thing,” but
may lack institutional support, incentives, tools, or language
to adequately address their concerns [12,61]. Many design
fictions that highlight consumer products tend to portray the
company or producer of the product as a singular cohesive
force, often suggesting that they have ulterior motives. In
contrast, we imagine Jay as someone who is sensitive to the
way the API was trained, and questions its applicability to a

new domain. The comment by Ichi Kobayashi asking if the
API recognizes the responses with Jay’s dataset reflects a
pragmatic approach; it is fine to use the API as long as it
“works.” We also reflect beliefs that physiological signals
are generalizable, including Hans Gaffer’s answer
suggesting that the API is broadly applicable.
This Stack Overflow post demonstrates how and where
contestation may occur in technical communities. We
explore the performance of norms within these communities,
as posters re-enforce notions not just of what the technical

Figure 5. A series of forum posts by Mechanical Turk workers discussing their experiences with the BCI-based
SparkTheMatch content review tasks.

artifacts can do, but what the human brain can do. This post
draws on notions from cognitive science and artificial
intelligence of the “brain-as-computer,” framing the brain as
a processing unit with generic processes that take inputs and
produce outputs. Here, this notion is enforced in the social
realm on Stack Overflow, made legible through the specific
BCI API, as described by its README.
Company Memo

Meanwhile, SparkTheMatch.com, an online dating service,
is struggling to moderate and manage inappropriate user
content, including text, video, image, and VR content. Spam
content filters are not effective at distinguishing the intent of
the content. Until now, SparkTheMatch has used human
content reviewers via Mechanical Turk, a microtask

crowdworking platform. (We drew on current-day practices,
where companies outsource moderation, review, or
identification tasks via crowd-based microtask platforms
[11,28,50]). However, this is a time-consuming process, and
exposes reviewers to a lot emotionally-taxing material. In
response, SparkTheMatch wants to tap into people’s tacit
“gut feeling” about whether or not content is appropriate or
not by utilizing the P300 signal, deciding to shift the content
review process from a human-only crowdsourced process to
a BCI-assisted crowdsourced process (Figure 4). Mechanical
Turk workers who have EEG devices can complete
SparkTheMatch tasks to determine whether or not various
types of user generated content on the site is appropriate
under the site’s guidelines.

Given that corporate and media rhetoric has described
microtask crowd platforms as a way to give artificial
intelligence a “brain” [3] or to capture “the spare processing
power of millions of human brains” [30], it seems
conceivable that some groups will be drawn to using BCIs as
a way to instantiate this imaginary of capturing human
“brainpower” for work. The internal memo provides insight
into some of the practices and labor supporting the BCIassisted review process from the company’s perspective. It
establishes that the company has already been using
crowdworkers to distribute the task of reviewing content.
The use of BCIs with Mechanical Turk is suggested to “help
increase efficiency” for SparkTheMatch’s crowdworkers,
who before would have to read and watch content, now just
sit and watch a stream of flashing images, video, and text.
While this may require less active mental processing than
actively viewing content, it is debatable whether or not this
process improves the material conditions of the Turk
workers. The memo also suggests a mistrust of Turk workers
(the need to “prevent cheating”); and while it points to a “fair
wage”, this assumes that the worker is constantly staring at
the stream of images. This potentially pits workers’ need for
income against maintaining their health and wellbeing, as
they are paid based on how many documents they look at.
SparkTheMatch employees who are creating the Mechanical
Turk tasks interact with the BCI API through a series of predefined templates created by the IT staff, a much more
mediated interaction compared to the programmers and
developers reading Google’s documentation and posting on
Stack Overflow. By this point, the research lab origins of the
P300 API underlying the service and questions about its
broader applicability are hidden. From the viewpoint of
SparkTheMatch staff, the BCI-aspects of their service just
“works,” allowing managers to design their workflows
around it, obfuscating the inner workings of the P300 API.
Crowdworker Forum

A series of forum posts on a crowdworker forum describes
the experiences of several Mechanical Turk workers who do
the SparkTheMatch tasks (Figure 5). This explores the
everyday perspectives of BCI-using crowdworkers, in part
inspired by and drawing on research that highlights the
precariousness of part-time and on-demand knowledge labor
[48,59]. The use of a forum is inspired by current-day forums
and collectives where crowdworkers share their experiences.
A counternarrative arises to SparkTheMatch’s rhetoric of
creating efficiencies through the posters’ experiences.
TaskMagic’s account of mindlessly watching a screen begins
to question the user experience of the workers.
Randylikesbooks’ concerns about pace suggest that the “fair
wage” that SparkTheMatch purportedly offers may not exist
for all crowdworkers. Users jeffking0293’s and TaskMagic’s
posts help suggest a broader world in which “gig” labor and
referral links are used as major sources of income.
TaskMagic’s comment that “supposedly they can detect if
you subconsciously notice prohibited content” and

randylikesbooks’ discussion of errors suggests ways in
which the API underlying the system is blackboxed, or
hidden away and unknown to the end users. Jeffking0293
alludes to potential problems of feedback and probabilistic
sensing in BCIs, saying that a lack of feedback creates
ambiguity about whether the user input was wrong, or if the
device recorded the input wrong. He seems to suggest that
the device might be wrong, or that SparkTheMatch might be
at fault for the discrepancies. JamJam suggests that the EEG
device itself is defective, or that it is being used incorrectly
by the user. In contrast, JamJam also places the responsibility
for errors on the Turk worker, who willingly entered the
agreement to complete the task.
These crowd workers’ experiences and relationships to the
P300 API is strikingly different from the people and
organizations described in the other fictions—notably the
P300 API is something that they do not get to explicitly see.
While “errors” may occur because of problems in the
adaptation of the API to new types of media, or because of
problems in the physical device, randylikesbooks has little
way of knowing why the error occurs, yet is still negatively
impacted by it by not getting paid. Notably, these forum
accounts describe a situation in which the BCI user is not the
person who obtains the real benefits of its use, contrasting
with utopian narratives of BCIs which imagine that BCI
users will have many new capabilities. In our fictions, it is
SparkTheMatch that obtains the most benefit from BCIs by
requiring its crowdworkers to use them.
DISCUSSION
Social Implications for BCI Adoptions

Narratives in culture and media shape and are shaped by
technical work, such as by aligning an organization’s goals,
setting expectations about how people and technologies
should act, or inspiring design (e.g. [19,26,52,63]). We hope
that our set of design fictions opens new paths and questions.
While one can read many themes into our fictions (and we
encourage readers to do so), the following are themes that
stood out to us while creating and reflecting upon them.
Distributing “Convenience” and Labor

Many technologies are advertised as “convenient” or “time
saving,” but often re-inscribe work in new ways, as seen with
the historical introduction of digital technologies for work
[25,45]. With this in mind, our fictions argue that a range of
technologically deterministic stories around BCIs that claim
to make particular tasks “easier” may obfuscate the fact that
forms of labor are unevenly distributed and unevenly
compensated, and that technologies themselves may not
remedy these situations. Each fiction depicts everyday work
practices from a different perspective: from developers, to
online service employees, to crowdworkers.
Our fictions highlight that some groups will receive
conveniences from these technologies, but not necessarily in
the ways imagined by popular narratives positing that BCIs
will positively augment human capabilities. SparkTheMatch

presumably becomes more efficient with their content
review process, improves their dating service user
experience, and saves on labor costs by using BCI-assisted
crowdworkers. However, others have to contend with new
types of labor in order to bring these conveniences to those
who enjoy them. While the crowdworkers’ labor consists of
staring at a blinking screen while their subconscious does the
“work,” this may be detrimental to their health and quality of
life. Furthermore, the crowdworkers need to purchase their
own BCI device in order to do the SparkTheMatch tasks,
showing some of the unforeseen costs of their labor.
We are drawn to asking who gets access to the benefits of
BCIs, who does the labor, and how these might intersect with
disadvantaged groups. This leads us to think about the ways
in which the initial designers and developers of the BCI API
are implicated in questions of power, inequality, and social
justice of these crowdworkers, even though their practices
are obfuscated from the perspective of SparkTheMatch, its
users, or the crowdworkers. We see the scenarios outlined in
our fictions as one way to provoke conversations among
designers and researchers about the societal risks and
benefits of brain-computer interfaces.
Situated (Re)cognition

Technologies (and their associated human practices)
typically do not generalize to all contexts [56]; however, with
free APIs, technologies will be (re)purposed by those who do
not know how far these technical capabilities can be
generalized. In our fictions, the API in question was
repurposed from its original context (an API to help with a
set of data cleaning tasks, created from a training data set
from a set of research lab studies) to a new use case
(reviewing flagged user content), to which it may or may not
be well suited. Our fiction highlights the formal and informal
ways in these systems “travel”: from academic-industry
partnerships, to the ability to host and call APIs, to online
developer communities like Stack Overflow.
The fictions also allude to how the technical P300 API
system may not be applicable to all situations. These
judgements of appropriateness can be made in informal
settings, in this case through a Stack Overflow post from a
stranger discussing the generalizability of the API. While
one developer tried to pay attention to the appropriateness
and situatedness of the P300 API and its training set, these
discussions become obfuscated as more layers are built on
top of the API. Yet these properties sometimes surface in
unexpected ways, such as crowdworkers noting the unknown
“errors” they sometimes encounter using the system.
Our fictions also highlight the situated positionality of
developers and others positioned in the “middle of the stack,”
instead of just end users. We provided a glimpse into the
practices of software developer Jay when he has some notion
about potential social issues in his work but is not quite sure
how to interrogate them beyond asking on Stack Overflow.
This leads us to think about ways to support developers like
Jay, or Pat’s IT team at SparkTheMatch in thinking through

social issues related to their technical practices. What tools,
training, policies, or institutional changes might help? How
might designers and researchers better anticipate the variety
of adoptions and appropriations of their technical work?
Reflecting on BCIs as Sociotechnical with Design Fiction

The issues raised in the preceding section might at first seem
out of scope for a BCI researcher. But by using design fiction
to think about BCIs as sociotechnical systems, connections
to things that the BCI applications build on, things that make
use of the BCI applications, and the practices creating,
maintaining, and adopting those systems come into focus as
important issues to consider. This work contributes to work
in HCI and adjacent fields focusing on infrastructures, or
what Wong and Jackson term looking “beyond the moment
of design, and above the level of the artifact”, taking into
account “changes in sites and scales of computing” [62:106].
We traced a technical platform and associated practices from
API documentation in a research lab to a Google-hosted API,
to a developer building a system using the API, to a company
utilizing that system, to crowdworkers hired by the company.
Design fiction’s focus on the mundane and everyday
combined with the perspective of platforms to engage in
design fiction “world building” [13] gives us insight into the
multiplicity of viewpoints, stakeholders, and practices that
make the adoption, contestation, and appropriation of the
BCI API possible. Using multiple fictions within the same
world highlighted how assumptions, values, and practices
surrounding the system at a particular place and time can be
hidden, adapted, or changed by the time the system reaches
others. Multiple interconnected fictions allowed us to
explore how supposed benefits and costs related to the
introduction of new technologies (such as “increased
efficiency”) are unevenly distributed among populations.
Design fiction also helps us engage with the complex
platforms and infrastructures of the real world. Some of the
concerns raised are similar to sociotechnical issues today;
after all, BCI adoption is unlikely to lead to a radical utopian
or dystopian future. Rather, BCI adoption will graft or build
onto existing systems and practices, potentially hiding some
aspects (such as the contextual limits to a set of training
data), while reinscribing others (such as existing labor issues
on crowd platforms). By bringing these conversations to the
emerging field of consumer BCIs, we hope to turn design
researchers’ attention toward the social implications of BCIs
and raise BCI researchers’ awareness of these ongoing
conversations in HCI, so that they might bring to bear on
ongoing design decisions in this nascent field. Our different
formats and genres utilized in the fictions speak to different
audiences, all of whom will be involved in the design,
adoption, and propagation of BCIs.
Using a design fiction to explore “implications for adoption”
[38] of BCIs suggests that design decisions in academic and
research work can have real world effects, exemplified by
the P300 API’s academic origins. While academic and
industry practices may be differently situated, there is not a

clear distinction between the lab and the rest of the world.
Bell, Dourish, and Mainwaring highlight this in the context
of ubiquitous computing, arguing that the lab and the world
are deeply implicated in one another [4,20]. Given that much
of BCI research currently exists in academic spaces, we note
parallels to early ubiquitous computing research to argue that
BCI researchers and designers should also be concerned
about the social implications of adoption and application.
Two of this paper’s authors have previously conducted
technical research on security applications for BCIs. One
author reflected that while he had previously thought about
BCIs located in the everyday, these imagined futures tended
to center on interactions common enough to become
mundane, and thus invisible. The fictions allowed him to
think about a new set of socioeconomic questions around
how new technologies change what types of labor are valued
or not valued. As a group, we began thinking about the
potential for BCIs to be used as new forms of Taylorism in
which intellectual labor becomes menial and repetitive. We
began to ask how BCI designers and engineers could
navigate (and possibly avoid) these types of futures.
IMPLICATIONS FOR (BCI) DESIGNERS

This paper approached BCIs as emerging interfaces and
emerging platforms for software services. Unlike many
popular imaginaries, in which radical new configurations of
society emerge following the development of BCIs, we
imagined a mundane future for these devices, in which
existing systems of power (particularly labor inequality)
persist and are reinforced by BCIs’ technical infrastructures.
For design researchers, we find that design fiction can be
used to “graft” proximate futures onto existing platforms and
infrastructures. This creates a more “analogous” world to the
present which can then be used to articulate and analyze
“implications for adoption” [38]. This also recognizes the
ways in which new technologies (in the present and future)
are not deployed into a blank slate world, but are uptaken
into and by existing sociotechnical systems and assemblages.
We also present our design fictions to those designing and
engineering BCI systems. As BCIs work their way into the
mainstream of the startup ecosystem, we ask designers to
consider diverse (and often unexpected) uptakes and
repurposings of their designs. Popular hyperbolic narratives
muddle the banality of more probable outcomes (positive and
negative). On one hand, design fictions such as this one can
surface new narratives. These narratives could allow BCI
designers to better anticipate how their implementations
might be used by a diverse set of stakeholders. Design
researchers and researchers exploring social aspects of
technology can engage with BCI researchers proactively in
discussion and reflection on these issues. Our creation and
analysis of a set of design fictions suggests that BCI
researchers and designers can use design fiction (or
collaborate with design researchers) to surface and discuss
these issues. Recent work documents how technology probes
can be used with engineers to surface their beliefs about the

futures of BCIs, often imagining a future in which BCIs are
pervasive and socially acceptable [40]. Design fiction may
be able to build on and possibly challenge BCI designers’
existing beliefs about the future. On the other hand, design
fiction is not a panacea. Criticism and reflexivity should be
embedded at all layers of technical practice in the
development of BCIs, from academic researchers to industry
developers to end users. Design fiction, along with other
practices used to surface reflexive and critical discussion of
social values such as critical technical practice, value
sensitive design, or reflexive design, could be useful
approaches to accomplishing this.
The fictions presented in this paper are not exhaustive, but
rather present a specific viewpoint about the relation between
technology and labor practices. Future work can add to this
through further design work and empirical research.
Additional design fictions can interrogate other possible
arrangements of power related to the API’s use and adoption
situated in the everyday, such as the role of regulation,
surveillance and privacy issues, or users’ subversion and
appropriation of BCI systems. Empirically, the design
fictions can also be shared with BCI designers to spark and
surface discussions on values and social implications of their
work. Design fictions can also be used as research probes to
further study how BCI designers and researchers
conceptualize future adoptions and uses of BCIs—
potentially in ways different than the fictions imagine them.
CONCLUSION

We presented a set of interconnected design fictions tracing
a fictional BCI API as it gets appropriated and used by
several different stakeholders. We used these fictions to raise
a series of questions about forms of labor that BCIs might
enable and the unequal distribution of benefits, and about
how values and social issues related to technical platforms
can become black boxed and obfuscated. Among BCI
researchers and designers, we aim to raise awareness of these
ongoing conversations in HCI so that they may inform this
ongoing technical practice. For design researchers, we show
that increasing the perspectives and interconnected relations
in worlds that we imagine can help us interrogate
sociotechnical issues present in the everyday and better help
us think about the futures that we desire.
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